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Multiscale dynamics at (hadron) colliders 
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‣ The future of the LHC as a precision machine envisions accurate theoretical control over vast 
regions of phase space. Observables’ sensitivity to infrared physics demands the improvement  
of our understanding of its dynamics. E.g. 

‣ Inclusive IRC safe obs. largely insensitive to IR physics, but effects become sizeable for 
regimes characterised by large hierarchy of scales (e.g. differential distributions, fiducial 
selection cuts, kinematic limits, …) 

‣ Calibration and performance of EXP often depends on precise knowledge of particle 
distributions in the detectors. Although this involves non-perturbative (NP) information, the 
accurate perturbative evolution of the event towards small scales via MC is crucial to set 
accurate initial conditions for the tuning of hadronization models 

‣ Increasing exploitation of Machine Learning in large classes of measurements. Training very 
often relies on precise MC simulations and crucially on their description of IR dynamics



[αs fit from jets-based TEEC ’20] 
NNLL (had. based) calc.n in  
[Gao, Li, Moult, Zhu ’19]

Jets, event shapes, & substructure
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‣ Global information about an event. Sensitivity to several 
aspects of QCD (coupling, factorisation breaking, …) 

‣ Exp. observable definitions (cuts, jets from calorimeter/
tracks) make often TH calculations (otherwise based on 
individual hadrons) very challenging  
                  ➥ MC description not always accurate

[Transverse thrust in pp → n jets ’20] 
NLL (had. based) calc.n for n=2 jets in  
[Banfi, Salam, Zanderighi ’04]
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Precision from jet grooming (mMDT/Soft Drop)

‣ Substructure technology offers a way to define 
precisely calculable observables (e.g. groomed jet 
mass / jet radius, …) 

‣ Good TH/EXP agreement for resummed calculations, 
less so for MC. Leading EXP unc. from fragmentation 
model in unfolding, better MC necessary to improve.

[ATLAS ’20] 
Resummed predictions from  

[Frye, Larkoski, Schwartz, Yan ’16;  
Marzani, Schunk, Soyez ’17] 

see also [Anderle, Dasgupta, El-Menoufi, Guzzi, Helliwell ’20] 
Also groomed jet radius in 

[Kang, Lee, Liu, Neill, Ringer ’19]

Resummation regionNon-perturbative region



[Kardos, Larkoski, Trocsanyi ’20]
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Precision from jet grooming (mMDT/Soft Drop)

‣ On the TH side, missing ingredients for 
N3LL (β=0) recently extracted numerically 
for e+e- → jets at N(N)LO 

‣ Missing elements for had. collider could 
be extracted from existing jets 
calculations - further reduction of th. unc.

Process dependent

Process independent

e+e- → jets 



Maximizing the information about a jet: the primary Lund jet plane density
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Credits: Matt LeBlanc LHCP2020

‣ anti-kt jet, reclustered with C/A  
‣ Follow C/A history backwards and 
identify the core with the harder proto-jet 

‣ Each branching is a point in the primary 
Lund jet plane [i.e. relative kt and angle]

Neat separation of different 
radiation sources, as well as 
pert. vs. non-pert. dynamics

[Dreyer, Salam, Soyez ’18]
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Maximizing the information about a jet: the primary Lund jet plane density

[ATLAS ’20]

‣ Recent experimental study shows a 
considerable uncertainty from MC 
modelling. Can we rely on a better QCD 
calculation ?

e.g. slice of the LJP  
at fixed z  

[= pTem/(pTcore+pTem)]



[Lifson, Salam, Soyez ’20] 
See also Gregory’s talk on Thursday
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Maximizing the information about a jet: the primary Lund jet plane density

Collinear (DGLAP-like) evolution

Coherent soft corrections 
(non-global/clustering logs, 
new boundary logs)

‣ Good description of data from resummed 
calculation. Interesting structure of higher 
order corrections (several sources of 
logarithms) 

‣ Effective testing ground for MC generators 
& ML training … Contribution from boundary 

logs (not resummed here)
Non-pert. uncertainty > 10%



An example: azimuthal substructure of jets (in a Lund declustering sense)
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‣ Definition of LJP based azimuthal angle between two 
leading primary declusterings [actual definition 
involves a dynamical frame]



An example: azimuthal substructure of jets (in a Lund declustering sense)

NLL (q jets) 
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Plot made using results from  
[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]

‣ Definition of LJP based azimuthal angle between two 
leading primary declusterings [actual definition 
involves a dynamical frame] 

‣ΔΨ distribution is uniform at NLL, while modern 
dipole showers (e.g. Pythia8 / Dire)  
predict a non-trivial shape



Plot made using results from  
[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]

NLL (q/g jets) 

An example: azimuthal substructure of jets (in a Lund declustering sense)
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‣ Definition of LJP based azimuthal angle between two 
leading primary declusterings [actual definition 
involves a dynamical frame] 

‣ΔΨ distribution is uniform at NLL, while modern 
dipole showers (e.g. Pythia8 / Dire)  
predict a non-trivial shape 

‣ Unphysical dependence on jet flavour, with 
implications for q/g jet discrimination if ML learns 
these features. Can we develop an understanding of 
MC simulations and their formal accuracy ?



Hard scattering  
(~102 - 103 GeV) 

En
er

gy
 

Hadron 
formation  
(~ 1 GeV)

Observation 
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ProtonProton

Fixed order perturbation  
theory: a lot of recent progress  
[e.g. N(N)LO+PS matching &  

multi-jet merging] 

Parton Shower: multi-scale evolution 
& large hierarchy of scales:  

formal accuracy ?  
Tackle with resummation technology 

Logarithmic accuracy of Parton Showers



‣ Tests of logarithmic accuracy in the full shower against NLL resummations: 
‣ Consider cumulative distributions for an observable (e.g. jet rate, event shapes, …)  

in the limit αs |L| ~ 1, and |L| ≫ 1  

‣ Compute the ratio 

‣ PS is LL: ΣPS misses O(1) corrections, i.e. 

‣ PS is NLL: ΣPS misses O(αS) corrections, i.e.
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Assessing the logarithmic accuracy of a parton shower

           LL 
(=0 sometimes)

NLL
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[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam ’18] 
[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]

αs

‣ Tests of logarithmic accuracy in the full shower against NLL resummations: 
‣ Consider cumulative distributions for an observable  

in the limit αs |L| ~ 1, and |L| ≫ 1
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Assessing the logarithmic accuracy of a parton shower

e.g. let’s consider the ΔΨ distribution given earlier. 
Ratio to NLL shows a residual & non-trivial shape 
difference in the limit αs → 0. 
 
➥ The observed discrepancy is due to unphysical 
features in the (transverse) recoil assignment in dipole 
showers, that fail to reproduce the correct NLL matrix 
elements. This translates into a breaking of NLL 
accuracy

60% ~ O(1)  
difference



[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam ’18] 
[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]

‣ Use input from NLL resummations to construct a  
parton shower alg. that constructs the correct multiparton  
squared amplitudes in the relevant kinematic limits  

➥ New classes of NLL shower algorithms (PanLocal = 
local recoil map; PanGlobal = global recoil map)  

➥ All new algorithms reproduce correct NLL results as 
expected …  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Constructing a NLL parton shower

See also work by 
[Bewick, Ferrario Ravasio, Richardson, Seymour ’19] 
[Forhsaw, Holguin, Plaetzer ’20]
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Logarithmic accuracy across many observables

{
Global observables

Plots: relative deviation from exact NLL 
[in αs→0 limit at fixed αs L]

[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]
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Logarithmic accuracy across many observables

{
Global observables

[Sjostrand et al. ‘15] 
[Hoeche, Prestel ’15]

Orange triangles indicate spurious 
terms (either NLL or super LL) at fixed 
order, that become small when resummed

Plots: relative deviation from exact NLL 
[in αs→0 limit at fixed αs L]

[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]
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Logarithmic accuracy across many observables

{
Global observables

Plots: relative deviation from exact NLL 
[in αs→0 limit at fixed αs L]

[Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]
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Non-global observables  
e.g.
ET =

X

i2⌦

Et,i

Logarithmic accuracy across many observables [Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]
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Subjet particle 
multiplicity in  

the kT algorithm

Logarithmic accuracy across many observables [Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]
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Subjet particle 
multiplicity in  

the kT algorithm

New classes of shower: 
NLL for all observables considered 

[global & non-global at once]

Logarithmic accuracy across many observables [Dasgupta, Dreyer, Hamilton, PM, Salam, Soyez ’20]



[Bizon, Gehrmann, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, PM, Re, Rottoli, Walker ’19]

‣ Clean environment allows for precise measurements. 
Sensitivity to EW/Higgs couplings & masses, as well as 
QCD fundamentals (coupling, PDFs, non-pert. models,…) 

‣ Precision calculations are being pushed to the edge of 
what’s achievable with perturbative methods  
 
e.g. Z/W pT ratio, relevant for W mass extraction:  
N3LL+NNLO leads to %-level scale uncertainties  
across the spectrum (with correlated scales)

(multi) differential description of colour singlet production
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[Beware: other sources of uncertainty absent here, e.g. 
NP corrections, PDFs, bottom quarks, QED]



[ATLAS H → 4l ’20]
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Double differential Higgs measurements 
Categorization into jet bins used to optimise 
sensitivity & separate different channels. Access 
to fine details of the Higgs sector (e.g. light-
quark Yukawa couplings in the 0-jet bin)

[ATLAS H → γγ ’18]
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fixed order

Higgs pT in 0-jet bin

Double differential pTHiggs and pTlead jet distribution at NNLL 

pT & beam thrust also available in 
[Lustermans, Michel, Tackmann, Waalewijn ’19]

[PM, Rottoli, Torrielli ’19] 

Scale uncertainty ~10% for pT < pTveto, 
reduced instability at the Sudakov shoulder 



‣ Great recent effort to automate state of the  
art calculations for production of EW particles  

‣ Fiducial predictions for complex final states  
 
e.g. fiducial Z(→ll)γ at NN(N)LL+NNLO 

MATRIX+RadISH:  
W+W- in [Kallweit, Re, Rottoli, Wiesemann ’20] 
Zγ in [Wiesemann, Rottoli, Torrielli ’20] 
Also MC@NLO+CuTe 
[Becher, Hager ’19; Becher, Frederix, Neubert, Rothen ’14]
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Automation for singlet production
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Matching & subleading power corrections
‣ Matching scheme among the sources of uncertainty  

in some cases, reduced with higher order corr.n 
‣ Until now no input from theory on how  

to combine resummed & fixed-order calculations  
(e.g. additive vs. multiplicative scheme, …) 

e.g. fiducial cuts in Z(→ll)γ enhance  
t channel  component. Sizeable  
power corrections at small pT.  

Add. scheme seems preferable in this case 
(cf. plot on previous slide)

➠

Inclusive Fiducial

[Beware: subtleties with  
photon isolation too  
(NGLs, power corr.n)]

 [Wiesemann, Rottoli, Torrielli ’20]



‣ Helpful insight might come from recent understanding of subleading-power  
corrections [a lot of theoretical work over the last few years]  

‣ e.g. DY: SCET power counting reveals that linear power corrections in DY  
pT distribution (as well as Φ*) arise entirely from the leptonic tensor  

‣ Resummation at the same order as the leading power logs also attainable by  
means of commonly used kinematical recoil prescriptions for the DY lepton pair

e.g. [Catani, de Florian, Ferrera, Grazzini ’15; Scimemi, Vladimirov ’19]
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Resummation of linear O(pT/Q) corrections in DY

[Ebert, Michel, Stewart, Tackmann ’20]

Physical prediction for 
distributions of 

individual leptons 
near Jacobian peak 

(e.g. lepton pT)
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Resummation of linear O(pT/Q) corrections in DY
‣ Inclusion of power corrections should reduce matching  

uncertainty - worth studying also interplay with fiducial  
cuts

Full power corr. @ O(αs3)

Full power corr. @ O(αs2) 
+ O(pT/Q) at all orders

[Bizon et al. ’18] 
data from 1512.02192

[Ebert et al. ’20]

[NB: different PDFs,  
matching & unc. 
estimate]



[Hagiwara, Sumino, Yokoya ’08]

[Czakon et al. ’19]
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NLP Coulomb corrections & the top mass

‣ Discrepancy between state of the art TH  
and EXP in the first Mtt bin (mt from PDG) 

‣ First bin is most sensitive to mt, TH/EXP 
comparison seems to prefer mt values  
smaller than the world average (both 
from direct & indirect measurements) 

‣ Near threshold (Mtt ~ 2mt), slowly moving  
top quarks exchange gluons to form a  
pseudo bound state



Thanks to R. Szafron for discussions on this topic

[Ju, Wang, Wang, Xu, Xu Yang, ’19-’20]
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‣ NLP corrections in pNRQCD [αS ~ β ~ ln-1(1/β)] enhance  
the XS in the threshold-sensitive Mtt bin by ~9% 

‣ Extracted mt expected to get closer to world av. 

‣ Some refinements necessary (off-shell t & decay,  
QED effects, EW, soft resumation ?), but very  
promising observation

NLP Coulomb corrections & the top mass
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Conclusions and Outlook

‣ Extensive theoretical exploration of the all-order structure of QFT is leading the accurate 
prediction of increasingly complex collider observables  
‣ Advances in the description of jet physics: multi-jet observables, multi-differential 

calculations, jet substructure. Many interesting theoretical developments beyond what was 
discussed in this talk (e.g. non-global logarithms, N-particle correlators, groomed event 
shapes, EIC observables, …)  

‣ Formulation of accuracy criteria & new parton showers based on elements of resummations. 
Demonstration of NLL accuracy for large classes of global & non-global observables at once. 
Rich activity & exploration by many groups, further progress in the coming years in different 
areas (e.g. subleading colour, amplitude level evolution, higher orders, simulation heavy quark 
decay & top mass extraction, …) 

‣ Zoom link on indico for further discussions



Backup
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Unfolding in jet grooming (mMDT)
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Primary Lund jet plane density: hadronization and MPI
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Maximizing the information about a jet: the primary Lund jet plane density



[Kallweit, Re, Rottoli, Wiesemann ’20]
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Automation for singlet production: W+W-


